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An Integrated Robot System Architecture

Invited Paper

Ah~ucr-’Ihispaper describes the architecture of a robot system designed both to work in an integrated manufacturing environment and
to support continuing researchin prognmmableautomation. Major
system components indude a controller, robot and sensor hardware,
operator’s pendant, and system software. A new high-level interactive
language, AML, allows the user to combinemanipulation, sensing, computational, and data pIocessing functions provided by the system. Important aspects of the systemdesign objectives,major functional components, and the AML language are described, and examples drawn from
an actual production appliation are used to illustrate the interrdationship of thetopics discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE WIDESPREAD introduction of a new generation of
intelligent automation systems, in whichindustrial robots operate under controlof modem digital computers,
could have a significant effect on industrial productivity within
the next decade.These automation systemscombine several
fundamental capabilities:

bilities and aconsiderablyimprovedprogramming
interface
with a new programming language, AML. This system became
the prototype for the IBM 7565 Manufacturing System, which
is in use in a number of manufacturing and laboratory sites
around the world.
Since 1978, the system has evolved through many development cycles requiring cooperation between theResearch group
atYorktown
Heights and IBM’s Advanced Manufacturing
Systems group in Boca Raton. Thispaper describes the current Research version of thesystemarchitecture.
Although
thissystem is very similar tothe7565 version, it contains
several experimentalenhancementstosupportrobotics
research activities.
11.

DESIGNOBJECTIVES

A . Experience with Previous System
Prior to the design of a new robot system, we accumulated
considerable experience in applying out first-generation system
Manipulation: The ability to move physical objects about a
[ 11. As early as 1974, we used it to demonstrate automatic
work station.
assembly of 22 out of 25 pieces that constituted the “rail supSensing: The ability to obtain information from thephysical
port” of a typewriter. As part of the demonstration, the robot
world through the use of sensors.
picked up and used both hand and power tools. The assembly
Intelligence: The ability to use information to modify sys- programmadeextensive use of sensoryfeedback for precise
tem behavior in preprogrammed ways.
alignment of parts.
Data Processing: The ability to interact with data bases to
In another exercise, the robot assembled 5 pieces of a magkeep records, generate reports, and control activity at the
netic deflection yoke from an IBM display terminal, using senwork station.
sory feedback to fit the parts onto an assembly fixture. We
The flexibility inherent in this combination offers important also programmed the robotto prepare kits frompalletized parts,
advantages over current fixed automation. Viewed as a stand- adjust the feel of a typewriter keyboard,insert integrated circuit
along device, a robot can use sensing and software to compen- modulesand terminating resistors on acircuit board, place
sate for positional misalignments, reducing the requirement for cylindricalheatsinks into an array of holes ina plate, plug
electronic cards into a tester, etc.
high accuracy and expensive fixturing. Viewed as apart of
Our earliest application experiments required many months
a horizontally integrated manufacturing system, a robot can
accommodate varying workpieces, spreading the capital costs to program, and they executed slowly andunreliably. Later
over moreproducts.
It caninterleave fabrication, assembly, experiments showedconsiderable progress in all theseareas.
and inspection operations, and it can allow more efficient pro- Theimprovement was due to increased experience, coupled
with system enhancements that embodied much of this exduction scheduling. Viewed as part of a vertically integrated
design and manufacturing system, a robot can allow the auto- perience. In particular, strategies were developed for sensory
calibration, and new commands were provided to support these
mated manufacturing of unique customized products.
At IBM, the Automation Research project has been develop- strategies.Similarly, enhancements weremade to allow the
ing programmable automation systems since 1972 [ 1] -[ 101 . language to be used not just for endapplication programming,
After five years of work, we had built a working experimental but also for generating software systems to simplify the programming and debugging process. Theimportance of teleassembly robot and had accumulated considerable experience
processing and data-base management became clear.
in programmingit to perform a varietyof demonstration tasks.
In 1977, at the same time that we were designing our new
This experience led in 1978 tocreation of a second-generation
research robot system. It featured enhanced functional capa- hardware and software, we became closely involved in installing
atwo-armed robot system for testing computermainframe
backplane wiring at an IBM factory in Poughkeepsie, NY. In
Manuscript received January 18, 1983;revised January 31,1983.
thisapplication,therobot
first uses sensors to feel for the
The authors are with the Manufacturing Research Department, IBM
location of 20 circuit boards on a large frame. Next, it probes
Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.
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Fig. 1. Major system components.

about 4000 pairs of pins corresponding to installed wires to
verify electrical continuity and the absence of short circuits
to ground. A manufacturingcontroldata base provides the
nominal locations of the installed wires at the correctengineering change level for the particular computer being tested.
This application combined many features of earlyapplications with some surprisingly tough performance requirements;
our experiences with it strongly influenced the design objectives of the new robot system. Particularly important characteristics included the need to link to a factory control system,
the use of multiple arms, the necessity of sensing, the need for
good operator interfaces, and the importance of apowerful
programming language with suitable debugging tools.

B. Key Problem: System Integration
When we started doing demonstrationswithour first-generationrobotsystem,
we believed thatrobotics was mainly
concerned with motion. From our application experience, we
came to realize that the key problem
was actually the integration of a broadspectrum of capabilities. Addressing this
problem required a control computer and powerful software,
providing three main classes of function:
First is the system configurability. Since no two robotic applications are exactly alike, there must be provision for theuser
to specify what the workstation will consist of. This specification includes the number of robot arms, their degrees of freedom, as well as sensing and other instrumentation. It includes
interfaces to other equipment for material flow, such as conveyors, feeders and fixtures, and for data flow. Italso includes
data interfaces to other computers, allowing integration with
factory design, inventory, and control systems.
Second is the user interface. The broad spectrum of users
who interact with applications imposes difficult and partially
conflicting design objectives. An easy to learn language subset is needed for novice users, but expert programmers need
the power and flexibility of a system programming language
for highly sophisticated applications. The broad spectrum of
potentialrobotics applications requires a powerful generalpurpose, modern programming language, suitably enhanced to
provide real-time control of robots and other devices. It also
needs interactive programming anddebugging tools thatprovide
editing, tracing, breakpointing, etc.

Third is the system reliability. The system must continually
monitor its own performance and shut down in the event of
anymalfunction.Furthermore,there
should be diagnostic
sensors and software to allow defects to be isolated for rapid
field repair.

C. Related Objectives
While our primary interest has been on developing the technology of practical assembly robots, we have tried to make our
approachcompatiblewithsome
long-range research topics
being pursued primarily in academic laboratories.
The first of these is “artificial intelligence,” a term generally
used to describe machines that exhibit human-like “intelligent”
behavior. Since a significant component of human intelligence
is our ability to sense andmanipulate the physical world, a
number of artificial intelligence laboratories have traditionally
supported “hand-eye” research projects [ 11 ] -[ 131, etc. As
industrial robots have become more important, similar research
has spread to other laboratoriesas well [ 141-[ 161 ,etc. Current
hand-eye research topics include the design of dextrous hands,
force control, and picking disordered parts from bins. A design
objective of our robot system was to provide an experimental
facility suitable for performing subsequent hand-eye research.
Asecondrelated
topic is automatic programming. In the
context of robotics, the problem is to produce a system that
can translate a description of the manipulatory task to be performed into aspecification of the robot and sensing actions
required to do it. For example, one can imagine a system that
understandssuchstatements
as“place interlock on bracket
such that interlock base contacts bracket top,” rather than the
dozens of robotcommands needed to accomplishthis task.
Research in this vein has been done in our project (41 and is
ongoing at several universities [ 171 - [ 201 , but a practical system of this type still seems unlikely inthe near future. A design
objective of our robot system was to provide a target to allow
research on task level systems that generate robot programs.

111. SYSTEMOVERVIEW
The major functional componentsof the system are illustrated
in Fig. 1. The central element is a system controller, which is
responsible for coordination of all activity at the robot workstation. Essentially, it consists of a minicomputer, data pro-
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cessing peripherals, and electronic interfaces to workstation
devices, including robot joints, encoders, and sensors.
One component of the system controller software provides
an interactive programming environment for a high-level programming language, AML [9]- [ 211, which is used for all
application programming. A second
software component performs trajectory planning, motion coordination, sensor monitoring, and other real-time activity in response to commands
from the AML interpreter. A third component supplies standard supervisor services, such as file and terminal I/O.
A pushbutton control box known as a pendant is attached
to the controller. Although it is used primarily for manually
“teaching” robot locations, the buttons are programmable and
may be used to augment the basic operator controlpanel, which
has a small number of fixed-function switches and lights.
Digital and analog input/outputs allow a variety of devices to
be attached to the systemcontroller. Chief among them are
the robot joint actuators,encoders, and sensors.
The robot arm is a seven degree-of-freedom, hydraulic manipulator, whose joints are controlled by analog position servos in
the system controller. The arm geometry is basically Cartesian,
with three linear joints. Three revolute wrist joints are used to
position the gripper in roll, pitch, and yaw coordinates, and a
seventh “joint” is used by thegripper. The controlleris capable
of running up to 14 joints, thus permitting two full arms or a
greater number of reduced arms.
Sensors typically include force transducers and a light beam
presence sensor mounted in the fingers, several solid-state television cameras, and miscellaneous application-specific sensors,
such as empty indicators onfeeders.

r------1

I

(b)

Fig. 2. System controller.(a)Overview.

(b) Workstationinterface

electronics.

IV. SYSTEMCONTROLLERHARDWARE
The system controller, selected in 1977, is an IBM Series/l
minicomputer. It has at least 256K bytes of main memory,
relocation hardware to allow extended addressing beyond
64K bytes,floating-point hardware, and several sensor-based
digital and analog inputloutput cards. Data processing peripherals vary somewhat according to the particular application
requirementsbut normallyinclude suchitems as keyboard,
display terminal, printer, diskette drives, hard disk, and teleprocessing attachments to other computer systems.
The workstation interfaceelectronics are illustrated in Fig. 2.
They perform a number of functions, including positional control of robot joints, safety interlocksand robot power controls,
input of sensor values, and output of control signals to miscellaneous devices at the workstation.

dent.Foranthropomorphicmanipulators,thisassumption
would be very poor, but it is quite a good approximation for
Cartesian kinematic structures like :he 7565. The second assumption was that it is always safe to stop the robot. Thus if
an error or unexpected condition arises or if the central processor needs time to analyze a situation, then the robot can
be stopped for an indefinite period of time. This assumption
is poor in some situations. For example, it is unwise to hold a
part stationary for a long time in an induction heater or on a
moving conveyor belt. For assembly workbench applications,
however, the assumption is reasonable.
The central processor can issue the following commands to
the robot joint controlcards:

Set Position God. A 16-bit two’s complement integer is transferred from the Seriesll to the servo-attachment, which inA . Joint Control Electronics
terprets the value as a position command for that joint. ConPosition control of robot joints isacc0mplishe.d by dedicated
trolled acceleration, velocity, and deceleration are achieved
electronicscards packaged inside the system controller. This
by real-time software running in the Series/ 1, which generates
choice was a critical one for the system architecture and was a
new position goals every 20 ms. Coordinatedmotion of
compromise based on several competing considerations:
several joints is achieved in the same manner. Control softSystem simplicity argues for all computation being performed
ware is also responsible for translating engineering units
in a single central processor. On the other hand, the limited
(such as inches or degrees) into the device units required by
computational power of our central processor makes some dethe interface.
gree of parallelism mandatory. The simplest form of parallelism
is to have outboard dedicated servo controllers, designed to Read Joint Position Error. A 16-bit two’s complement integer
is transferred to the Series/ 1. This number is interpreted by
providea clean interface between the joints
and the system
the real-time software as the difference between the comsoftware. In this context, “clean” means that widely different
manded and actual joint positions. This value is used by the
types of joints should look essentially the same to the central
real-time software to verify correct functioning of the joint
processor.
and for final nulling at the end of motions. Scaling of the reFor the sake of simplicity, two assumptions were made. First,
ported value back into engineering units is performed by softrobot joint actuators are assumed to be dynamically indepen-
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tor. The last command restarts a safety timeout circuit on the
card. If this circuit is not restarted at least every 25 ms, the
robot power supply is turned off and all servo drive outputs
are disabled. This timeout is only reset after the software has
verified that all joint position errors arewithin prescribed
tolerances.
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Fig. 3. Joint servo attachment.

ware; the scale factor need not be identical to that used for
the position goal.
Read Device Identifier. A 16-bit code is transferred from the
attachment to theSeries/l.Thiscode
is requiredby the
Series/l architecture; it contains information identifying the
atachment type and hardware configuration. It is routinely
checked as part of the software intialization procedure and
by various hardware maintenance programs.
The flexibility of this interface has allowed us to attach a
variety of position-controlled actuators to the
system controller
and configure them as joints with only minor changes in software tables. This has permitted us to experiment with a number of different kinematic configurations, making it especially
easy to design special-purpose robots forparticular applications,
while retaining the advantages of common software and programming support.
In the 7565, analog transducers areused to providejointposition feedback, and the actual
servo control is performed by
analog “PD” loops, as shown in Fig. 3. This scheme is a considerably enhanced version of that adopted in 1973 in the firstgeneration IBM system [ 1 ] and has proved to be both simple
and reliable.
The principal drawbacks come from the inherentinflexibility
of using an analog servo controller with afixed design. The
most obvious disadvantage is that changes in actuator characteristics usually require adjustments or design changes to the
servo card, complicating both maintenance and interfacing of
new joint types. A second drawback is that tuning a fixed design to operate well under widely varying conditions of speed
and load is quite difficult. It should be noted, however, that
the system architecture is fundamentally compatible with the
use of more flexible programmable servocontrollers.

B. Miscelhneous Workstation Controls
Wherever possible, the responsibility for supervision of the
robot workstation is left to software. The necessary signal interfaces are provided by an attachment card in the system controller, which is also responsible for certain safety functions
that cannot be delegated to the joint control cards. For example, certain external inputs automatically cause the robot
to be shut down.
Commandssupportedinclude:
read andwritedata,
read
status, read device identifier, device reset, and set safety moni-

C. Sensor If 0 Interfaces
Standard analog and digital input cards provide low-level
sensory input. Digital inputs are two’s complement binary
numbers from 1 to 16 bits long, with optionalsign propagation.
System software permits the configuration to be specified and
associates oneormore
“logical” sensors with eachphysical
sensor. A software command that reads a logical sensor performs automatic conversion from device units to engineering
units.
There is also provision for attachinga solid-statevideo camera,
using either directly programmed or cycle-steal (DMA)input/
output. System softwarepermitsthe
configuration to be
specified for a small number of cameras. Although thearchitecture is quite general, CPU speed and logical address size effectively limit the system to black/white images with a resolution
of 128 by 128 pixels. Software commands are provided that
set the black/white threshold and input images either in binary
or run coded format [ 101.

V. ROBOTAND SENSORHARDWARE
The key design objectives for both the robotand sensor hardware were modularity and configurability.

A . Robot Smcture
The robots’s kinematic structure is illustrated in Fig. 4. It
consists of a rectangularframe supportinga hydraulicallydriven
arm assembly, which, in turn, consists of three linear actuators,
a wrist consisting of three rotary actuators, and a gripper with
linearly actuated fingers. The threelinear actuators are arranged
orthogonally to carry the wrist while providing independent
motion in X,Y , and Z directions. The three rotary actuators
of the wrist control the angular orientation of the gripper in
roll, pitch, and yaw. These actuators are arranged so that all
three axes of rotation intersect in a single point and so that the
yaw-pitch and pitch-roll axes are orthogonal.
For assembly applications, the orthogonal structure has several advantages over anthropomorphic style manipulators. Assemblyapplications frequently involve m m y shortmotions,
the durations of which are limited primarily by robot accelerations. A Cartesian box frame robot can be made quite rigid,
allowing it to be operated with high accelerations.
The rigidity also improves the robot’s precision, which is important inassembly. Furthermore,theorthogonalstructure
makes the precision essentially independent of the robot’s position. In addition, it decouples the dynamics of the X,Y , and
Z axes, allowing them to be controlled largely independently.
The orthogonal structure also allows considerable modularity
in constructing robots of different sizes and shapes. The same
linear joint is used on each axis, and the axes can be built to
different lengths.
In many assembly applications, only three translational degrees of freedom are required. With an orthogonal structure,
three linear joints can provide this freedom, whereas a robot
with only revolute joints needs at least five joints to provide
the same freedom. Furthermore, in applications requiring only
three degrees of freedom, Cartesian coordinates are identical
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Fig. 4. Kinematic structure. (a) Rectilinear axes. (b) Wrist and gripper.

A multilobe linear cam extends along the full length of each
driven linear axis. Sliding alongeachaxis is a motor block
with piston-driven rollers at quarter pitch locations along the
cam.
The pistons have integral spool valves that actuate adjoining
pistons cyclically, providing self-commutation. As each piston
passes through the midpointof its stroke, its spool
valve directs
oil under pressure to the next piston. The slope of the cam
translates the piston thrust to a side force that displaces the
motor block relative to the axis beam. A standard servo valve
controls the flow of oil through the motor block and, hence,
controls the motion of the actuator. Absolute position feedback to the servo controller is provided by a linear magnetostrictive encoder.
2) The rotary actuators are
simple hydraulic vane motors controlled by standard servo valves. Position feedback is provided
by a potentiometer.
3) Robot arms are generally thought of as general-purpose
devices for positioning
special-purpose
tools designed for
particulartasks.
In this context, agripper is simplya combination of one or more joints, sensors, and miscellaneous devices that happen to be mounted on the end of the arm. The
hardware andsoftwareinterfaces aredefinedaccordinglyin
terms of a combination of relevant attachments.
The standard gripper on our robot has a single actuator that
operatestwo opposing fingers through a linkage thatkeeps
them parallel and moves them in a straight line. A small linear
transducer provides absolute position feedback.
Each finger contains a miniature Cartesian compliance structure that permits parallel displacements of a few thousandths
of an inch in response to applied forces. Strain gauges mounted
on the compliance structure measure applied forcesin three
orthogonal directionsin thecoordinateframe of thefinger,
with very little mechanical cross-coupling. There is also provision to sense the presence of opaque objects between the
fingers by having them break a modulated infrared light beam.
Although a truly general-purpose gripper is impossible, the
gripper described above is reasonably general. It can grasp parts
and tools, and it has a limited sensing capability. The user may
modify the fingers if necessary for more specialized purposes.
Alternatively, the user may choose to replace the gripper
completelyby one of his own design. In this context, it
is
clear that current research on improving the dexterity of arms
and grippers will ultimately result in entirely new designs.

VI. PENDANT AND OPERATOR’S CONSOLE
Theform of operatorinteractionwith
a runningrobotic
application is usually highly dependent on the particular application.For
thisreason,
thearchitecture provides generalpurpose input/output devices and system software, while relyFig. 5 . Linearhydraulic motor. Thisfigure w a s generatedusing the
geometric modeling system described in [ 5 1.
ing on application-specific software to manage these devices.
There are three types of operator interaction devices. First
to “joint angle” coordinates, eliminating the need for sub- is a small set of switches and lights providing a basic on/off
capability. Two switches allow the operator to start and stop
routines that perform coordinate transformation computations.
FREEZE and RUN,
When multiple arms must work in coordination at the same thehydraulic power supply.Twomore,
workstation, collision avoidance is an important issue. With an allow the operator to produce program interrupts requesting
thatmotion besuspended or allowed. The application proorthogonalstructure,multiplearms
cansharealinearaxis,
reducing the cost and simplifying the collision avoidance com- grammer can modify the AML subroutines used to service these
interrupts, in order to meet special application requirements.
putation to a single degree of freedom.
However, the FREEZE interruptrequestcannotbetotally
B. Actuators
ignored: if the AML FREEZE command is not called within
1) The linear axes of the robotare driven by anovel hydraulic a specified time after the button is pushed, the system autoactuator invented by H. Panissidi [ 221 and shown in Fig. 5. matically shuts off hydraulic power to the robot.
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Fig. 6 . Programmablependant.

Second is a push-button control box known
as a pendant,
which is attached to the controller. This device has 32 binary
switches, eight with indicator lights, and a 12-character alphanumeric display, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Invocation of the system GUIDE command enables the pendant to be used for manual teaching. While in GUIDE mode,
pairs of buttons control opposing motions. As long as a button
is pushed, the corresponding joint undergoes uniform acceleration in theappropriatedirection.
This convention helps to
avoid accidental high-speed crashes caused by pushing the
wrong button. Manual teachingnormally continuesuntilan
END key is depressed.
Although the pendant is used primarily for manually teaching
robot locations, its buttonsare programmable and may be used
to augment the basic operator control panel. Implementation
of such an interfacedependson application software, using
standard system commands for sensory input/output and event
handling.
The third operator interaction device is a conventional data
terminal, consisting of a keyboard and display. Typically, the
applicationprogram displays menus, to which theoperator
responds with single key entries.Occasionally,applications
may requiremoreelaborateoperatorinput,
such as part
numbers or other alphanumeric input.

VII. SYSTEMSOFTWARE
A . Overview
The structure of the system controller software is illustrated
in Fig. 7. Major system components include the programming
system, supervisor services, and workstation interface services.
B. Programming System
This component provides a language interpreter, interactive
programming environment, and computational facilities for a
high-level programming language, AML, which is used for all
application programming. AML is described briefly in a subsequent section of this paper.
1) Requirements: Experience with earliersystems
[ 11,
[ 231, [ 241 convinced us of the critical importance of interactive progamming at the robot workstation. Debugging and application tuning often dominate the difficultyof installing new

-1

20-ms Realtime Loop
(motion,statuschecks,
s e n s o rp o l l i n g ,e t c . )

Fig. I. System software overview.

robot applications. These activities seldom can be carried out
completely off line, since workpiece locations, part tolerances,
and sensor values are seldom completely predictable [ 25 1 .
Our application experience with the backplane wiring tester,
which has an overall execution timeof nearly 5 hours convinced
us that it is often utterly impractical to restart a robotprogram
from the beginning every time a change must be evaluated or
a problem diagnosed. Furthermore, the robot itself is an important tool in defining critical data points used by an application program and as a geometricaid in program debugging [ 61 ,
P I , D61.
The requirement for a
highly interactiveprogrammingenvironment led us to choose an interpreter-basedsystem for
AML. Since the robot is much slower than the computer, the
computational overhead associated with language interpretation
has not proved t o be a significant problem for most applications. Where needed,
computationally
intensive functions
such as kinematic joint solutions andbinary image region analysis are performed by built-in subroutines coded in the implementation language of the interpreter.
2) PropammingSystem Structure: Execution within the
programming system is single threaded. Up to four data partitions, one associated with each AML “task” supported by the
experimental version of the programming system, are used to
hold AML programs, variables, temporary storage and command
buffers for communication with other system components, as
shown in Fig. 8. Most of each data partition is private, except
for a small area used for global system status and a configurable
area used to hold AML SHARED variables.
All code is placed in a shared 64K byte read-only partition,
and standard multitasking facilities withinthe system supervisor
are used to support multiple instantiations of the programming
system code, each with a different data partition. The
7565
software has a similar structure. The principal differences are
that only a single AML data partition is requiredandfewer
built-in subroutines are included in the codesegment.
3 ) AML
Interpreter:
The language interpreter itself is
straightforward. AML programs arestored as sequences of
lexical tokens which have been annotated to facilitateefficient
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internalized,anerrorsubroutine
is called, andthe previous
definition is retained.
The system editor is essentially line oriented, but supports
Storage Yanagement
full screen displays. AML programs may be edited either as
AHL Expression
text files or as subroutines in the interpreter’s active memory.
Interpreter
All editing functions are callable both from a special editing
B u i l t - i n Subrs:
command interpreter and as built-in AML subroutines.This
W L Editor
Computation
permits users to use the normal facilities of the language t o
Vision
constructtheir own edit macros. A moreimportant reason
System Hooks
Etc
for making editing functions AML callable, however, is that it
facilitates the construction of specialized packages that use the
robot hardware tohelp automate the productionof application
programs 161, V I , [’XI.
The initial source of AML input is a file selected by a configuration utility. For application debugging, this file usually
r--------- 1
contains standard user subroutines and packages. For producI
AYL SHARED Variables I
tion, it usually also includes an explicit call to the “main”appliI
cation subroutine, so that machine operators are not required
I
I
to interactwiththe
AML interpreter.Instead,they
usually
Shared systemstatus I
I
interact
with
explicit
interfaces
(pushbuttons,
display
menus,
L
J
etc) specified by vplication subroutines.
Fig. 8 . Programming system structure.
6) Exceptions and Interrupts: A number of mechanisms
are provided forexception handlingand simple interrupts.
interpretation and regeneration of program text from the internal form. A modified operator precedence scheme is used Users can specify the name of a subroutine to be called in the
for expression evaluation [ 271 and standard shallow binding is event of an exception (e.g., floating overflow, undefined identifier). Similarly, the interpreter permits a user-specified subused to implement the dynamicname scoping rules of AML.
4) Built-In
Subroutines:
Experience with a number of routine to be called whenever an interrupt event, such as a
“robot” languages led us to believe that AML should be a button being pushed or a monitored sensor value changing, is
general-purpose language whose design tradeoffs made it well detected by other parts of the system. A typical use of this
adapted to robot Programming [ 91. Two major design objec- facility is to provide a user “attention” button by associating
tives were that all access to robot or system functions should the BREAK function with one of the terminal keys. Another
be through subroutines and that functional transparancy
be- typical use is to monitor a parts feeder sensor. A “feeder low”
tween built-in and user-writtensubroutines should be rigorously indicator triggers code that instructs the operator to refill the
maintained. Adhering to this practice has given us considerable feeder before theapplication is starved for parts.
flexibility in implementaing functional hierarchies and in adC. SupervisorServices
apting the system to changing laboratory requirements.
The supervisor services consist primarily of device support for
Built-in subroutines now form a very substantial fraction of
the whole programming system. A few, such as RETURN and data processing peripherals, such as disks, diskettes, terminals,
BRANCH, are essentially part of the AML language definition. and teleprocessing attachments. All access from AML to these
Amuch
larger numberperformcomputationally
intensive facilities is through “command” subroutines built into the pronumerical computationormanipulatethe
interactive pro- gramming system. Typically, these subroutines examine paramgramming environment. Others, suchas DISPLAY and MOVE, eter values on the AML evaluation stack, set up commands ina
call functions in other components
of the system software. standard interface area, and then invoke the appropriate supervisor function. When the supervisor function returns, the proIn all cases, the AML interpreter pushes parameters onto an
evaluation stack and branches to the same system subroutine gramming system routine checks for errors and then pushes an
appropriate return value onto theAML evaluation stack.
that interprets user subroutines. This code then notices that
the thingbeing called is built-in and branchesto the appropriate
place. Return values are pushed on the evaluation stack and D. Workstation Interface Services
This software component is responsible for all functions reotherwise treated exactly like those produced
by interpreted
lated to the robot workstation, including robot motion, sensor
AML code.
5 ) Interactive Programming Environment:
The top level of input and monitoring, device interfaceoutput,androutine
the AML programming system is a Read-Evaluate-Print loop safety checking. Structurally, it consists of a number of backsimilar to that found inmost interactive programming systems. ground functions called from the AML interpreter, a real-time
Built-in subroutines (BREAK and LOAD) are provided to in- task that runs every 20 ms, and a number of shared data tables
voke this top level recursively. AML expressions and subrou- that are used to keep track of device configuration and status
tine definitions are entered either from the terminal(BREAK) information.
1 ) DataStructures: Data tables are used to control much
or read from a file (LOAD), internalized, and evaluated. The
results are then printed on the appropriate output
device. A of the workstation interface code. The decision to rely on a
number of commands are provided to modify this sequence table-driven implementation and the structure of the tables
themselves were motivated by a conscious desire to emphasize
for tracing, singlestepping, etc.
Any inactive AML subroutine or unaccessed variable may be system simplicity and configurability as primary design objecredefined by reentering it either from the terminal or from a tives. We have found that, with careful design, a table-driven
file. If a syntax error is detected while an AML object is being robot system can be made to perform quite efficiently and is
r - - - - - - - - - - -1

I

\

I

__________
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quite easy t o maintain. A few of the principal tables used to
control robot and other workstation interface functions are
listed below:

Physical I f 0 Table contains device control blocks required to
transfer 16-bit words between the Series/l and I/O interface
registers.
Logical I f 0 Table defines “logical” input/output devices as contiguous subfields of physical 1 / 0 devices. Also, contains information for automatic scaling between integer device units
and floating-point engineering units.
Joint Table contains pointers to joint position command outputsand positionfeedback inputs, scaling and joint limit
values, acceptable position error tolerances, and similar information. Also containsstateinformation
including the
most recentcommanded andmeasured positions, present
position error, etc.
Motion Channel Table contains informationrequired to describe
a coordinated motion of several joints.
Monitor Table contains information requiredto monitorsensor
threshold values.
System Log TabIe contains accumulated statistics (total joint
travel, powered-on time, etc.) used by maintenance utilities
to help assure system reliability and serviceability.

2 ) Motion Control: We chose coordinated “joint-space”
kinematiccontrol similar tothat described in [ 281 as the
primitive form of motion supported by the real-time system.
Experience with the first IBM system had convinced us that
uncoordinated “point-to-point” motions were often unpredictable and tended to make application debugging difficult. On
the other hand, we wanted to keep the
real-timesystem as
simple as possible and wanted to avoid introducing unnecessary
dependencies on particular kinematic configurations. Finally,
we had found that thehigher levels required in our application
experiments, such as “Cartesian” motions, were easily defined
in terms of joint space primitives.
Normal motions:

The AML command

MOVE(joints,goals)
is used to move one or more joints to the specified final positions. For example

MOVE(<1,2,4>,<5.2,20,45>)
specifies that joints 1,2 , and 4 are to be moved to absolute displacements 5.2 in, 20 in, and 45’, respectively.
Motion is coordinated so that, at any time, all joints have
moved the same fraction of the total displacement commanded
by the MOVE. A typicalmotiontrajectory is illustrated in
Fig. 9, and consists of an acceleration phase, a constant-speed
travel phase, a deceleration phase, and a motion-settling phase.
Optional additional parameters supplied to the MOVE subroutine control the relative speed, the magnitude of acceleration
and deceleration, and whether motion settlingis to be ignored.
Execution of a MOVE proceeds roughly as follows. First the
AML interpreter evaluates the MOVE actual parametersand
calls the built-in MOVE subroutine, which then
calls the motion
planning function in the workstation interface services. This
(background) function sets upa “motion channel” withvarious
parameters required for efficient interpolation of intermediate
goals along the motion trajectory. A command is then issued
to the real-time system telling it to start the motion, and the
background routine is suspended. When the motionis complete,

U
W
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TRAVEL

OECEL SETTLE

TIME

Fig. 9. Motion control. Normal (a) and interrupted (b) trajectories are
shown.

the background routine is reactivated and passes appropriate
completioninformation back tothe AML MOVE routine,
which returns to theuser.

Guarded motions: The AML subroutine call
monlist = MONITOR(sensors,tests,threshold-parms,
intervals)
instructs thereal-time system to begin monitoring thespecified
set of sensors atthe specified intervals. An AML aggregate
containingthetable
indicescorresponding to the specified
activities is returned and stored inmonlist.
Monitor numbers may be passed to theMOVE subroutine as
optional parameters. If, during the course of the motion, the
sensor value test associated with oneof these monitors succeeds,
the motion trajectoryis intempted at thelast computed intermediate goal, and the motion settlingphase is initiated.
Guarded moves are frequently used in calibration sequences,
in which a sensor
is used to detect the relationship between
the robot’s gripper and areferencesurface or object. Other
common uses include error detection, such as sensing when an
unwanted collision has occurred, and for detecting completion
of an assembly step, such as a peg being fully inserted into a
hole [ 171.

Asynchronous motions:

The AML subroutine call

A M 0 VE(joints,goals)
functions exactly like the comparable MOVE subroutine, except that control returns
to the calling AML subroutine as
soon as the motion is started. A subsequent call to the builtin subroutine

WAITMO VE
causes the AML program to wait for motion tobe completed.
3) Background Workstation
Interface
Functions:
These
functions are called by subroutines built into the programming
system and are called in the same way as supervisor service
routines. They bridge the gap between the programming system, on the one hand, and the real-time system and workstation devices, on the other. Typical functions include motion
planning, initiation and termination of sensor monitors, input
from and output to workstation sensors and devices, and interrogation and modification of table entries.
4 ) Real-TimeStructure:
All real-timeactivitywithin
the
system is controlled by a single task, which is executed every
20 ms. This structure was chosen for its simplicity and reliability.Asimplified
summary of the major steps executed
follows:
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Step 1) Input status bits.
language provides computational primitives and algebraic operaRead the operator’s pendantand
miscellaneous tions,such as the rules for manipulating vectorsandother
workstationstatusindicators(safetyinterlocks,
“aggregate” objects, which are naturally required to describe
arm power, etc.).
robot behavior, but no specifically “robotic” constructs.
Step 2) Execute explicit commands.
We identified several classes of user who must interact with
Read the background-to-real-time command buffers automation systems,includingmachine
operators,mainteand takeappropriate actions. There is onesuch
nancepersonnel,
users of application customizers,applicabufferfor each AML background task.Typical
tion programmers with a wide range of experience, and system
commands include turning robot power on or off,
programmers.
startingorstoppingmotions,
waiting forrobot
The language had to have a simple, easily understood subset
motion to complete, etc.
that would not scare off a beginner. At the same time, ithad
Step 3) Check safety conditions.
to be powerful enough to allow more experienced programmers
If robot power is on, check to see if it should reto control sophisticatedapplicationsand
to create packages
main on. Except when special diagnostic modes are that others could use. Consequently, a major design point of
enabled, this check requires that all joint position the language was that its rules should be as consistent as poserrors be within special tolerances and that no exsible, with no special case exceptions that would make it difplicit “power off” signal hasbeenasserted.
If all ficult to learn more of the language as the need arose.
safety checks are passed, issue the “set safety” comFunctional transparency, in the sense that AML subroutines
mand to the workstation interface card in order to can be written and then used exactly like built-in system comrestart the 25-ms hardwaretimeout. If thiscommands, was yet another design objective and has already been
mand is not issued, the timeout will automatically discussed.
shut down the robot.
B. Base Language
Step 4) Monitor sensor values.
Examine each entryinthemonitortable.
If the
1) Data Objects: AML has constants and variables, just like
“happened” indicator for the entry has not already any other programming language.
been set and a prespecified time has passed since
Scalar objects: AML supports
INTeger,
REAL, and
the last time the entry was checked, then read the STRING as primitivetypes.These
types are all commonly
sensor value andmake the specified test. For exfound in user application programs. The language also supports
ample, test to see if the value falls outside prespeci- a number of data types, such as identifiers, references, labels,
fied threshold values. If the test succeeds, set the
etc., that arerequired for production of more sophisticated
“happened”indicatorand
wake upany sleeping applicationsubroutine libraries, editing and debugging packbackground task that may have an AML interrupt ages, and other AML system code.
routine associated with the monitor entry. OtherAggregate objects: AML aggregates are ordered lists of
wise, simply go on the next monitor table entry.
scalar and/or aggregate AML objects. Aggregates are bracked
Step 5) Interpret motion channelcommands.
bythe symbols, < and >, andelements areseparated by
Examine each entry in the motion channel table for commas. For example,
active motions. Perform the appropriate trajectory
U ,2,3>
interpolation calculationsand
settling checks, as
<%i there,’<1,2,3>,4.5,< >>.
required.
Step 6) Output updated jointgoals.
2 ) Variables: Variables are typed and are declared by bindExamine the joint table for joints whose position ing an identifier to thevalue produced by evaluating an expresgoals have been changed. For each such joint, con- sion. For example,
vert the new goal value from engineering units to
baz: NEW2+2;
device units, perform
some
safety checks,
and
output the value.
would bind the identifier baz to an integer data object whose
Step 7) Clean up and go to sleep.
initial value is 4.
Log appropriate historical data on total jointmoveThe Research version of AML supports three kinds
of variable
ment, etc. Then suspend processing until the start declaration:
of the next 20-ms interval. When the new interval
starts, go back to step 1).
identifier: NEW expression;
identifier: STATIC expression;
identifier: SHARED expression;
VIII. AML
LANGUAGE
This sectionprovides a summary description of the AML language. A more extensive discussion of the language and of
some of the design tradeoffs that went into it may be found
in [ 91. An exhaustive description of the 7565 version may be
found in thereference manual [ 2 1] .

A . Language Design Objectives
The acronym,AML, stands for“A Manufacturing Language.”
After considering several approaches, however, we decided that
the language itself shouldbea
fully general-purpose programming language, but one whose design tradeoffs made it
well adaptedto programmable automation.Thusthe
base

NEW causes expression to be evaluated every time the subroutine in which the declaration appears is entered. STATIC and
SHARED declarations only evaluate the expression onthe
f i s t entry to the subroutine. On subsequentcalls, the identifier
is simply rebound to the same storage. The difference is that
variables declared by SHARED may be accessed by several
active AML programs, while those declaredby STATIC are
private.
3) Expressions: AML is an expression-oriented language,
in the sense that every legal construct in the language produces
a value which may be used as a part of some other expression.
Expression evaluation is left-to-right, and the grouping of ex-
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pressions is determined by operator precedence and parentheses been evaluated, all formal parameters are bound left-to-right.
The language includes constructs that permit users to specify
as in most common programming languages.
Simple expressions: AML provides the conventional arith- both call-by-value and call-by-reference binding. In the former
metic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,divi- case, the formal parameter is always bound to a copy of any
sion, and integer division. It also supports theusual comparison variable passed as an actual parameter expression. In the latter
operators ( G T , G E ,etc.) between scalars and logical operators case, the formal parameter is bound to the same data object as
( A N D , O R , X O Retc.).
,
Other binary operators include assign- the variable identifier.
Next, all local variable declarations, statement labels, and
ment (=), datatype coercion ( I S ) , and string concatenation (I).
Unary operators include negation,datatypeextraction
(?), local subroutinedefinitions are processed in theorderthey
AML expression
referencing (&), dereferencing (!), anda number of special appear in the subroutine body. Finally, the
interpreter is called to evaluate successive statements as they
quoting operators used in system subroutine packages.
Aggregate expressions: AML uses a-uniform set of “map- appear in the subroutine definition.
When thesubroutineexits,
all local bindings are undone,
ping rules” to extend all scalar operators to aggregate objects.
Essentially, these rules specify that an operator maps a scalar anytemporary storageallocated for local NEW variables is
element-wise withan
aggregate, andmaps
two aggregates released, and control returns to the
calling subroutine or, in
element-wise with each other.Forexample,the
value of the case of a nonlocal BRANCH, to the target expression.
<2,2,3>*10 is <10,20,30>, and the value of U,2,3>*<4,5,6>
The language includes a CLEANUP construct that allows a
is <4,10,18>. These rules are applied recursively, so that <1, user to specify that a named subroutine is to be called when<2,3>>*<<4,5>,6>
produces <<4,5>,<12,18>>.
AML in- ever the present AML subroutine exits. This callis made bedexing permits references to individual elements or substrucfore any local name bindings are undone, and is often used to
tureswithin aggregates. Forexample, if A A represents the undo temporary changes made to theglobal execution environaggregate
ment.Forexample,
a high-level search subroutine would
typically use a CLEANUP to turn off any sensor monitoring
<%i, ’<2,3>,<4,<5,6>>>
that it had set up in the course of the search.
then A A ( 1 ) would refer to ‘hi,’ A A ( 2 , l ) would refer to 2 , and
C. Commands
AA(<2,3>,2) would refer to <3,<5,6>>.
Other aggregate operatorsinclude aggregate concatenation
AML commands are simply system-provided subroutines that
(#), replication (OF), assignment, and parallel assignment.
define the semantic functions for robotics, mathematical
calcuControl Expressions: AML provides the normal constructs lation,input/output,etc.Nosyntacticdistinction
is made
of structured programming to direct the flow of program execu- between these routines and any other subroutinein the system.
tion:
These functions may exist as either system-defined primitives
written in theimplementation language of the system or as
IF e l THEN e2 ELSE e3
AML subroutines that are almost always defined as part of the
WHILE e l DO e2
base system.
REPEA Te l UNTIL e2
The semantic environment in which a user’s AML program
BEGIN e l ; . ..; en END.
executes is thus definedby the semantics of these routines,
All produce values. For example, the value of a BEGIN ... together with any additionalAML libraries that may have been
selected by the user. Once an AML subroutine is loaded into
END block is the value of the last expression in the block.
the user workspace, it effectively becomes part of the system.
4 ) Subroutines:
Subroutinedefinitions: AML subroutinedefinitions have Thus the GRASP subroutine described in the nextsection could
be used by a naive user in exactly the same manner as the more
the general form
transparency provides a
primitive MOVE command.This
subr-name: SUBR (formal-1,., ., formal-n);
natural growth path for extensions to the system through the
statement- 1;
use of functional subroutine libraries.
statement - 2 ;
-Comments are preceeded
Commandscan be classified, roughly,into several catego--by a“-,” as this
ries:
-example indicates.
Fundamental subroutines are an essential part of the AML lanstatement - k;
guage definition. Generally, they affect the flow of control
END;
within the interpreter. For example, RETURN causes return
where subr-name is thename of thesubroutine, formal-1
from a subroutine, and BRANCH causes transfer of control
through formal-n areformalparameters,and
statement-1
to a label. Other examples include CLEANUP, which is used
through statement-k may
be
executablestatements
(i.e.,
to set subroutine exit traps, APPLY, which is used to call a
AML expressions) preceededby optionallabeIs, variable declarasubroutine with a program-generated aggregate of arguments,
tions, or subroutine definitions.
and MAP, which is used to apply a subroutine element-wise
Subroutine calls: All AML subroutine calls have the general
to aggregates.
form
Calculational subroutines perform data manipulations on their
arguments. Typical examples include SORT, which computes
subr-name (expression-1, ... , expression-n)
square roots, LENGTH, which computes thelength of strings,
where subr-name is thename of thesubroutineandthe
and DOT, which computes generalized matrix and vector inexpression-i are AML expressions whose values are to be
ner products.
passed as actual parameters to the subroutine. The
value of Workstation interface subroutines provide the motion and sensthe subroutine call expression is the value passed to a RETURN
ing functions that specialize the system for control of a robot
command executed by the subroutine.
workstation. Typical examples include MOVE, which moves
Subroutineexecution:
After all actual parameters have
SENSIO, which reads sensor values
one or more robot joints,
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or outputs control values, and MONITOR, which initiates
regularly scheduled monitoring of a sensor value.
Vision subroutines are a special class of workstation interface
and calculational subroutines thatiniplement a simple binary
vision system [ 101 . Examples include READ VI,which takes
a picture, BIXOR, which performs a bit-per-pixel exclusiveOR of two images, and RC2REGIONS, which performs region analysis on a runcoded image.
Editing and debugging subroutinesprovide interactive programming services. Examples include LOAD, which reads AML
programs from a text file into program memory, SETBREAK, which tells the interpreter to call the BREAK subroutine when it encountersa particularstatement, and EFILE,
which edits a text file.
Supervisorservicesubroutines
mostly provide access to data
processing peripherals. Examples include OPEN, which opens
a file for reading or writing, DISPLAY, which displays data
on the terminal, and PREFILL, which prefills the terminal
input buffer with anticipated input text.
Multitasking subroutines are a special class of experimental subroutinesthatcreate,terminate,
and synchronize multiple
AML programs. Examples include FORK, which is used t o
create a new task, ENDFORK, which is used to terminate
one, and TESTSEM, which is used to test a semaphore.
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This application is characterized by extensive use of sensory
feedbackforerrordetectionand
recovery. Forexample, if
the linear actuator fails to advance the slugs, the robot pauses
while the actuator retries its motion. If a feeder fails t o feed
properly, the robot tries again. If an error persists, the robot
pushes the transport mechanism out of the workspace and signals for operator intervention.
Each time the robotgrasps a type slug, it uses sensors to center on it. If the type slug is found to be appreciably off-center,
tables are updated appropriately. Furthermore, thedaily operation cycle begins with a completely automatic self-calibration
procedure. The robot uses sensors and a sequence of rocking
motions to find the zero point of the pitch, yaw, and roll motions. It feels to find when the fingers are closed exactly. And
it senses the position of a post to calibrate its X,Y, and 2 joints.
Then it feels to find the 1st and 42nd feeders and interpolates
to infer the positions of the other 40feeders.

B. Application Program
It is impractical to discuss the entire application program in
the short space available here. Instead, we have chosen t o concentrate on several key elements in order to
give illustrate typical uses of system capabilities.
The programming examples presented here are based on the
programs that actually runtheprint
chain assembly robot.
X.TYPICALAPPLICATION
EXAMPLE
For pedagogical reasons, however, we have chosen to rewrite
Since many of the design principles of the overall system were the programs substantially for ease of explanation. Additioninfluenced, in part, by the requirements for testing computer ally, our modifications embody some of the experience gained
applications. Thusthe examples given
backplanes, the successful installation of this application was fromthisandother
here
are
more
representative
of present AML programming
to be expected. Numerous subsequent applications, however,
were entirely different, and their success constituted validation practice than was the original application code.
1) High-Level Motion Subroutines: The AML code examples
of the system design. Typical of these applications was a robot
to assemble print chains, installed in IBM’s plant in Endicott, given in subsequent sections include calls to experimental AML
motionsubroutines used by one of theauthors(Taylor) t o
NY, in 1981.
A print chain is a mechanism from a high-speed mechanical study robot application programming techniques. The followprinter. It contains 80 typeslugs, each with three alphabetic or ing very brief discussion is intended to provide information
numericcharacters. When the printer operates, the chain of required to follow the examples and to illustrate the functions
type slugs rotates rapidly above theribbon and the paper. in a typical AML subroutine library.
Positiongoalrepresentation:
Robot position goals are
Small hammers under the paper are precisely timed to bang
the paper against a character on the chain at precisely the right represented as
time to producean image of that character in the correctplace.
<positwn,orientation,gn’pper>
The performance requirements of theprinter,therefore,require that the chain be assembled with considerable precision. triples. Position is an aggregate of three real numbers giving
Since the process of inserting type slugs manually is tedious the desired position of the finger tips. The optional element
and errorprone,the
assembly was a natural candidate for orientation is three real numbers corresponding to an Euler
angle representation of the desired hand orientation. Gripper
automation.
is optional and corresponds to a desired gripper opening.
A . Summary of Job Cycle
The AML subroutine call
In this robotic application, the operator
begins by loading
goal =HAND- GOAL(joint-goals)
the empty cartridge onto a passive transport mechanism. The
robot grasps the mechanism, pulls it into the workstation,and translates the joint goal values in joint-goals into AML goal
aggregate of the above form. If joint-goals is omitted, then
verifies that the cartridge is empty.
The operatorpushes a single key to indicatewhich style chain the current robot jointgoals are used.
Cartesian frame motion commands: The AML subroutine
is desired. The system looks in a disk file to find the particucall
lar sequence of slugs required for this style chain. The robot
then takes type slugs in the proper sequency from 42 gravity
CMOVE(goal,tests,cntl)
feeders and inserts them into the cartridge. At the appropriate
and
points in the assembly, the robot removes plastic gear spacers causes therobot to move to theposition,orientation,
from the ends of the cartridge. Each time a slug is inserted, a gripper opening specified by goal. Tests is an optional paramspecial-purpose linear actuator advances all the slugs so the in- eter describing sensory monitoring to be performed during the
sertion position is again empty. The final type slug must be motion. If any of the specified sensor thresholds are exceeded,
inserted into a space that is precisely the right size. The robot the motion is terminated. Cntl is an optional parameter giving
uses sensors to feel for the space and nestles the type slug into speed and acceleration parameters to beused in the motion. If
place.
it is not given, the currently set defaultvalues are used.
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pirk-mp-dw: SUBR(lb,bisl:

Fig. 10. Print chain assembly application.

If tests is specified, then CMOVE returns an aggregate of
TRUE and FALSE values specifying which of the corresponding sensor thresholds was exceeded du&g the motion. Otherwise, it returns the null aggregate.
Similarly, the AML subroutine call

DCMOVE(offset,tests,cntl)
causes the robot to be displaced relative to its currentCartesian
position by an amount offset. Tests and cntl have the same
meaning as for CMOVE.
The AML subroutine call
GRASPlsize,tolerances,force)
causes the robot to center thegripper jaws on an objectof the
specified size and grasp it with the specified force. If the object
grasped is within specified tolerances of the nominal size, the
subroutine returns the AML string 'OK.' Otherwise, it returns
'too big' or 'too small, ' as appropriate.
An AML implementation of GRASP may be found in [ 91 .
2) Fetching 4 Slug from 4 Feeder:
Feeder locations: The hand orientation required to pick
up a type slug is the same for all 42 feeders. Consequently,
an AML aggregate
feeder-loc: STATIC 42 OF<REAL,REAL,REAL>;

is used tostorethetranslational
positions. Feeder-loc(i)
corresponds to a fingertip position about 0.75 in above the
grasping position for the ithslug.
Recalibrating the feeder array: The type slug feeders are
arranged in a row parallel to the Y-axis of the robot, as shown
in Fig. 10. Consequently, the nominal locations of each feeder
are all the same except for their second coordinate. In fact,
imprecision in the robot and in fabrication of the feeder array
requires that all three coordinates be slightly different.
A special-purpose AML subroutine

a:NEWSTRINW8l:
1: NEW 0:

-

*-I:
Morc&Wpritia
CMOVE(<fed-~f&~f~-~.S>l:
I F D C M O V U < < O , O , - . 7 S > , A ~ ~ F O R C U 2 ~ O ~ ~ THEN
<.S>~
BEGIN
-Hiiscam%xgaryin
DCMOVE&<O,O,Z>>):
~
m
RETURN("1:
-R e b l n m
END:
*-2:
- A ~ t o ~ d g .
a = GR(SPI0.1,<-.04,.04>.PINCH~FORCE(IwIBS)):

IF a NE 'oh'THEN
BEGIN
-HiiA&mryir
MOYE(GRIPPER,.SI:
Rdjuu*
DCMOYE(<<O,O,I>>):
-Back@
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ELSE if a EQ 'mob&' THEN
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END:

-
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END:
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a
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-*w

RETURN('& 7:
END:

Fig. 12. AML subroutine to pick up a type slug.

and other effects can cause the robot's coordinate system to
drift slightly over time relative to the feeder array. One way
to correct for this would be to repeat the entire feeder location procedure at regular intervals. This procedure, however,
takes several minutes that could better be spent doing productive work.
Instead, the application program exploits the fact that longterm drifts in robot calibration are likely to be systematic. It
uses the AML subroutine shown in Fig. 11 to locate the end
40 corrections.This
feedersand theninterpolatetheother
locate- feeder(nomina1-location)
procedure is quitequickand
is performed routinely every
4 hours.
was written to determine the actual locationof a feeder, given
Code to pick up a slug from 4 feeder: Fig. 12 showsa
an approximate nominal location. This subroutine moves the
simplified AML subroutine for picking up a type slug from a
robot's gripper to thenominal approach location for the
feeder.
specified feeder. The actual application program provides for
It then uses a sequence of guarded CMOVE's and DCMOVE's
many more error contingencies than are shown here and does
to locate known surfaces on the fixture by touch. It then commuch more bookkeeping. The subroutine shown requires two
putes the actual approach location, moves the robot's gripper
and tries which
parameters: f d r , which gives the feeder number,
there, and returns the approach location as the value of the
specifies how many times the robotis to attempt topick a slug
subroutine.
from this particular feeder before giving up. The algorithm is
During application development, this subroutine was used to
roughly as follows:
determine the locations of all 42 feeders.These values were
written onto afile, andare read into feeder-loc as part of
Step 1) Move therobotgrippertotheapproach
position
programinitialization. Unfortunately, temperature variations
for the specified feeder and open the gripper to one

a54

half inch. Then makeahalf-speedguarded
move
down to the grasping position. If the gripper hits
anything, assume that there is a part jammed in the
feeder. Back the gripper out and return an error
indication to the caller.
Step 2) Center the gripper on the typeslug and grasp it with
1 lb of pinching force. If the GRASP subroutine is
unsuccessful, reopen the gripper, back out, and return an appropriate error code.
Step 3) If the centeringperfomed in Step 2) moved the
gripper more than 0.04 i n , update the Y coordinate
of the feeder location. This action tendsto improve
efficiency by reducing the amount of time required
on the next feed cycle. In effect, the robot tracks
drifts in its own calibration and in how parts are
presented from the feeder.
Step 4) Pull the slug out from the feeder. Then, test the
pinch force sensors to verify that it is still being
held. If the part has been dropped, check to see if
the retry limit has been exhausted. If not, go back
to Step 1). Otherwise, return an error code.

3 ) Assembly Sequence:
Data Structures: The order in which type slugs are to be
assembled is kept in anAML aggregate variable
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Fig. 13. AML subroutine to populate printer chain.

print-train-sequence: NEW 80 OF INT;
which specifies what kind of slug should be used for each position in the train. These values are read from a disk file each
time the operator specifies a new model number.
In order to allow the assembly program to continue without
interruption while an empty feeder is refilled, the application
program permits more than one feeder to
be assigned to the
same kind of type slug. The program uses two AML aggregate
variables

current- feeder: NEW 42 OF INT;
next- feeder:NEW 42 OF INT;
to maintain a circular list of feeders associated with each kind
of slug. These values of these variables are read in during the
initial job setup and are updated whenever the assignment of
type slugs to feeders are changed.
Populating theprint chain carrridge: Fig. 13 shows an
AML subroutine for transferring type slugs from the feeders
to a type slug cartridge.This
subroutine is called afteran
empty print cartridge has been placed on the transport mechanism and broughtintothe assembly station. Essentially, it
consists of a big loop, which is repeated once for each type
slug. The algorithm for each iteration is roughly as follows:

Step 3) Put the slug into the cartridge. This code, which is
notshown, involves a number of refinements to
compensate for minor alignment problems and to
operate an auxiliary actuator efficiently. A typical
error recovery action is shown: if the type slug is
dripped, go back to Step 2) to get another one.
As with the pickup subroutine, the code
shown isgreatly simplified and ignores many error checks performed by the actual
applicationprogram.
Forexample,theactual
program may
decide that a particular print cartridge is hopelessly jammed.
In this case, the transport mechanism is operated to exchange
the print cartridge for an empty one. The robot proceeds with
the new cartridge while the operator fixes the old one.

C. Lessons Learned
The extensive use of sensing was found to be necessary to
keep the application running reliably in a manufacturing environment.Inaddition
to sensing, the applicationprogram
reads disk files, displays messages on the terminal, reads key
buttons, and interacts with anauxiliary actuator. This particular application did not require teleprocessing, multitasking, or
vision, but other runningapplications have used these features.
The application tooling and program were developed over a
Step 1) If this iteration requires that one of the spacers be
removed, do so. The code for this subtask is not period of several months by members of an IBM manufacturing
shown,but
is very straightforward.Therobot
engineering groupatEndicott,with
occasional consultation
grasps the spacer, pulls it out of the cartridge, and
from the Research group. We were pleased to observe that the
drops it into a box. Error recovery procedures are interactive nature of the system made it quite easy for engineers
provided for dropped spacers, etc.
with little prior robotics orprogramming experience to experiStep 2) Compute which feeder is to be used to fetch the
ment with new techniques. In time, the Endicott group denext type slug and call pick-up-slug t o go get it. veloped considerable programming skill, in part by following
If pick-up-slug reports an error, notify the
oper- the coding style of expertly written subroutine libraries. Iniator, updatecurrent- feeder to select the next feeder tially, they tended to use theselibraries as black-box extenfor this type slug, and repeat the step. Otherwise, sions of the system butsoon developed theconfidenceto
go on to Step 3).
modify and enhance them to suit their own purposes.
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The implementation team had several other responsibilities,
and installation took slightly longer than expected. However,
the assembly runs about 25 percent faster than originally anticipated,andthe
system has an excellentfinancial returnon
investment. The application has now been running for about
2 years,and the people involved have gone on to work on
many other successful robotic applications.

X. EXPERIENCEAND CONCLUSIONS

The AML language has also proved to be well adapted to research purposes, especially as a vehicle for prototyping experimentalfunctionsandfor
investigating robot programming
techniques. The principal limitation hasbeen the lack of a
compiler. Experiments requiring fast real-time response often
require hand-coding once the algorithm has been worked out,
although the interpreter has proved adequate ina surprising
number of cases.
The systemwouldprovide
an excellent execution environmentforautomatically
generated robot programs,and we
hope to see it used for that purpose some time in the future.

This paper has described the system architecture of a secondgeneration robot system now in use at IBM T. J. Watson Research Center. Although the system described is very similar
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Abstruct-The analysis, design, and evaluation of robotic systems for
manufacturing applications require understanding of sensing, representation, and manipulation as well as the integration and configuration of
computer processors for control of thesystem.Roboticassembly
presents particularly complex research issues due to the physical interactions among workpieces, precise positioning, and complex geometry
of the manipulations. This paper presents an overview of r
d in
the Flexible Asembly Laboratory at Camegie-Mellon University and
describes results in force, tactile, and visual sensing, sensor-based contrd, gripper design, and theconfiguration of a testbed multirobot
experiments in assemblyof electronic compointegrated system for
nents, usingvision for the acquisition and orientation of parts andtactile
sensing for assistance in insextion tasks. A joint research program between CMU and WestiRghouse Electric Corporation has resulted in the
development of the StandardElectronic Assembly Station (SEAS)
which integrates a variety of research concepts into a production p r o t e
type for circuit board assembly.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

OBOTIC SYSTEMS offer tremendous promise for the
flexible automation of many manufacturing tasks. While
assembly has been identified as a task where potential
productivity gains could be achieved, the development of auto-
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mated assembly techniques stiu requires progress on a variety
challenging research issues. This paper examines a number
of these issues, reviews results of researchin the Flexible
Assembly Laboratory at CMU, and describes the evolution of
a sensor-based assembly system for electronics manufacturing
developed through a joint research program between Westinghouse Electric Corporation and CMU.
Assembiy is one step in a manufacturing process which typically includes: forming of parts, presentationof parts, assembly
of parts, and joining or bonding of parts after assembly. The
assembly system must successfully interface to parts presentation and storage systems as well as to subsequent joining operations. The performance of such a system is evaluated in terms
of its speed, throughput, reliability, and resulting product
yield, as well as its impact on other parts
of the manufacturing
process including inventory, parts handling, work in progress,
product design, and flexibility for changeover among designs.
The rationale for automating an assembly operation may involve some combination of these performanceparameters.
Throughput alone is not always the primary motivation, and
often throughput may be sacrificed for economic advantages
incurred by increased reliability, product yield, or flexibility.
Such decisions are dependent on the specific assembly task,
manufacturing environment, and productiongoals.
In this paper, we will focus on theresearch issues which must
be addressed in order to design and build automated systems
for assembly applications. In particular, we will stress the
functionalrequirementsandperformancetradeoffsamong
mechanical dexterity, adaptive control, and multisensory inteOf
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